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To what extent does the wording and syntactic form of people’s writing reflect their
personalities? Using a bottom-up stratified corpus comparison, rather than the
top-down content analysis techniques that have been used before, we examine a cor-
pus of e-mail messages elicited from individuals of known personality, as measured
bytheEysenckPersonalityQuestionnaire–Revised(S.Eysenck,Eysenck,&Barrett,
1985). This method allowed us to isolate linguistic features associated with different
personalitytypes,viabothwordandpart-of-speechn-gramanalysis.Weinvestigated
the extent to which extraversion is associated with linguistic features involving
positivity, sociability, complexity, and implicitness and neuroticism is associated
with negativity, self-concern, emphasis, and implicitness. Numerous interesting fea-
tures were uncovered. For instance, higher levels of extraversion involved a prefer-
enceforadjectives,whereaslowerlevelsofneuroticisminvolvedapreferenceforad-
verbs. However, neither positivity nor negativity was as prominent as expected, and
there was little evidence for implicitness.
Give two people a communication task—such as e-mailing a friend about recent
activities—andtheyarelikelytoaccomplishitindifferentways.Somedifferences
depend on their recent experiences or on what they think interests the recipient.
Othersmightdependoncharacterorpersonality.Forexample,thefollowingitems
are initial excerpts from e-mail messages by different authors:
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It’s going okay, but I really don’t want to be slogging over it at the week-
end.
2. Hi. This has been my first full week of work in my new job. Actually, not
much has changed because I have the same office and the same computer
and am doing much the same work.
3. Hi, how’s your week been? Mine has been okay but not very interesting.
This weekend everyone is going skiing except me, which will be great fun
… NOT!
4. Hiagain.Okay,sonextweekIhaveafewthingsplanned.AsIsaidbeforeI
needtostartrevising—soworkisgoingtobeafocuspoint.IthinkifItryto
do some studying every day, then I can still have fun at night.
The topics are similar, but the excerpts are rather different in style, even at first
glance. In the corpus we discuss later, the author of Item 1 is an extravert, as mea-
suredbyastandardself-reportpersonalitymeasure,whereastheauthorofItem2is
an introvert. The author of Item 3 is relatively high in neuroticism, whereas that of
Item 4 is low on that scale. However, do such personality differences help account
for the linguistic differences?
Ourprimaryaimwastolearnmoreaboutlanguageproductioncapacitiesbyus-
ing a comparative technique involving the study of individual differences among
adults. There are, of course, many dimensions along which adults vary—such as
working memory capacity, cognitive style, age, gender, and dialect—but we chose
toinvestigatesystematicdifferencesincharacterorpersonality.Wedidnotpresup-
posethatpersonalitydifferencesarethemostimportantdifferencesindetermining
discourse style—merely that they are worth investigating. We focused on the me-
dium of e-mail for both substantive and methodological reasons. On the one hand,
howpeopleexpressthemselvesine-mailhasnotbeenaswidelystudiedastextand
speech, but it is a ubiquitous means of written communication, and, unlike most
writing, it is regarded as having much of the spontaneity of speech (Bälter, 1998;
Baron, 1998; Colley & Todd, 2002). On the other hand, e-mail certainly differs
from speech; it is more verbose yet less emotional (Whittaker, 2003). Either way,
as a relatively unplanned form of writing, and one in which conventions are quite
fluid, e-mail is a genre in which we may expect to find real differences in how di-
verse individuals express themselves.
This article is structured as follows. First we introduce trait theories of person-
ality, summarize some previous findings on language and personality, and select
hypotheses for investigation. Some of these previous results have been obtained
using content-analysis techniques. We argue that problems arise when applying
such techniques to a corpus of elicited e-mail data. A solution is to exploit bot-
tom-up techniques from computational corpus linguistics as developed by Gill
(2004). Regularities are uncovered and related to our hypotheses.
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Personality Traits
One view of personality sees it in terms of essential traits or factors. Cattell’s
(1946) pioneering work eventually led to the isolation of 16 primary personality
factors. Much subsequent work on traits sought higher order secondary factors,
and there are now two main models for these: Eysenck’s three-factor model (H.
Eysenck & Eysenck, 1991; S. Eysenck, Eysenck, & Barrett, 1985) and Costa and
McCrae’s (1992) five-factor model, closely related to the Big Five models that
emerged from lexical research (Digman, 1990; Goldberg, 1993; Wiggins &
Pincus, 1992). Each factor gives a continuous, orthogonal scale ranging from low
to high. In practice, there may be some relation among traits, especially for ex-
treme scorers (cf. Buckingham, Charles, & Beh, 2001; H. Eysenck, 1970;
Matthews, Deary, & Whiteman, 2003). Two core traits are shared by the main
models: extraversion (or extraversion–introversion) and neuroticism (emotional-
ity–stability; Matthews et al., 2003). These are the focus of this article.
IntheirNEO–PersonalityInventory–Revisedmodel,CostaandMcCrae(1992)
divided extraversion into six facets: Warmth, Gregariousness, Assertiveness, Ac-
tivity, Excitement-Seeking, and Positive Emotions. H. Eysenck and Eysenck
(1975) described extraversion as follows:
Thetypicalextravertissociable,likesparties,hasmanyfriends,needstohavepeople
to talk to. … The typical introvert is a quiet, retiring sort of person, introspective,
fondofbooksratherthanpeople;heisreservedanddistantexcepttointimatefriends.
(p. 9)
Costa and McCrae (1992) gave neuroticism six facets: Anxiety, Angry Hostil-
ity, Depression, Self-Consciousness, Impulsiveness, and Vulnerability. Costa and
McCrae(1984)showedthatallthesearerelatedtopsychologicalwell-being,nega-
tive affect, and lower life satisfaction. For H. Eysenck and Eysenck (1975), the
highneuroticismscoreris“ananxious,worryingindividual,moodyandfrequently
depressed. … The stable individual, on the other hand, … is usually calm,
even-tempered, controlled and unworried” (pp. 9–10).
From Traits to Linguistic Behavior
Working from these facets, we might expect that extraverts would use more posi-
tiveemotionallanguage(Warmth,Assertiveness,PositiveEmotions),usemoreso-
cial language (Gregariousness), and produce more complex or extended utter-
ances, reflecting their tendency to dominate interactions (Assertiveness,
Excitement-Seeking). These predictions are consistent with those of Furnham
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orated code and uses vocabulary less correctly. Most interesting, Furnham stated
theextravertlanguageisgenerallylessformalthanintrovertlanguage.Thisnotion
of formality can be understood in terms of explicitness (formality or context-inde-
pendence) versus implicitness (informality or context-dependence), which
Heylighen and Dewaele (2002) explored in greater detail. Their discussion as-
sumed a notion of deixis following Levelt (1989), and they demarcated a group of
expressionsthatmustbeanchoredtosomepartofthespatiotemporalcontextofut-
teranceiftheyaretobeproperlyinterpreted.Greateruseoftheseexpressionsleads
to greater implicitness (contextuality), whereas greater use of nondeictic expres-
sions leads to greater explicitness (formality). They proposed that certain parts of
speech (POS), such as verbs, are generally (although not invariably) deictic in na-
ture, whereas others (such as nouns) are generally nondeictic. Implicitness can
thenbeunderstoodasapreferenceforpronouns,adverbs,andverbs,asopposedto
nouns, adjectives, and prepositions. Heylighen and Dewaele argued that extraverts
might produce implicit language because it requires less formulation effort, while
relyingmoreonthecontextforinterpretation.Dewaele(2002a)suggestedthatim-
plicitnessarisesbecauseextravertscantakeadvantageofgreatercapacityinvisual
working memory and thus exploit extralinguistic context to a greater extent than
other language producers. For now, we note that a tendency toward implicitness is
consistent with extraverts using more verb-oriented language due to the personal-
ity facet of Activity.
Turning to neuroticism, we might expect that more neurotic individuals would
usemorenegativeemotionallanguage(Anxiety,AngryHostility,Depression),use
more self-oriented language (Self-Consciousness, Vulnerability), and produce
moreemphaticutterances(AngryHostility,Impulsiveness).Furnham’s(1990)no-
tion of implicitness may again be relevant. Anxiety—or perceived anxiety—has
generally been found to be associated with greater repetitiveness in speakers
(Bradac, 1990; Howeler, 1972). This may be because anxiety diverts resources
away from sophisticated language production; if so, it would also lead to more im-
plicit language, because this requires less effort to generate.
Previous Findings
To date, the majority of work exploring links between personality and language
has focused on speech rather than writing, and the emphasis has been mostly on
extraversion.Giventhatourfocusisonwrittene-mail,wedonotconsiderfeatures
specifictospeech(suchasamplitudeorspeechrate)anyfurtherbutdiscussinturn
previous findings on lexical content and grammar (see also Dewaele & Furnham,
1999; Furnham, 1990; Pennebaker & King, 1999; Scherer, 1979; Smith, 1992).
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tainedusingtheLinguisticInquiryandWordCount(LIWC)textanalysisprogram
(Pennebaker & Francis, 1999; see also Pennebaker, Francis, & Booth, 2001).
LIWC is primarily concerned with lexical content, counting (context-free) occur-
rences of words or word stems that fall within predefined semantic and syntactic
categories. For instance, words such as could, should, and would fall into the cate-
gory of discrepancies. Although LIWC counts some syntactic features, such as
pronouns,andverbsofvarioustenses,thesearenotderivedfromaPOSanalysisof
the data. We return to methodological issues concerning LIWC and approaches
like it shortly.
Pennebaker and King (1999) applied LIWC analysis to texts written by au-
thors for whom (five-factor) personality information was available. The studies
included multiple writing samples produced by a large number of participants in
three quite different writing and topic contexts: daily diaries by patients at an ad-
diction center, daily class assignments by summer school students, and abstracts
to journal articles written by social psychologists. In their factor analysis study, a
small set of linguistic factors grouping the LIWC features was derived and cor-
related with writers’ scores on personality dimensions. There are parallels be-
tween this factor-analytic method and that adopted by Biber (1995). However,
Biber used a broader set of linguistic features and a dictionary derived from the
Brown corpus, aiming to analyze preexisting corpora to locate factors associated
with register variation across genres. Three main factors were derived in the
LIWC study: Making Distinctions, Immediacy, and the Social Past. Extraverts
used language associated with the Social Past and avoided language associated
with Making Distinctions; neurotic individuals used language associated with
the Immediacy factor. Moving beyond Pennebaker and King’s language factors
and examining in more detail the relations between the personality dimensions
and individual LIWC variables reveals the following. High extraverts use more
social process (such as talk or friend), positive emotion words (happy, good),
and inclusives (and, with) and fewer negations (no, never), tentative words
(maybe, perhaps), exclusives (but, without), causation words (because, hence),
negative emotion words (hate, worthless), and articles (a, the). High neurotics
use more first-person singular (I, my) and negative emotion words and fewer
positive emotion words and articles.
Gill (2004) analyzed a corpus of anonymized e-mail data with factor analyses
and multiple regression analyses using both the LIWC dictionary and a dictionary
based on the MRC psycholinguistic database (Wilson, 1987). The latter is a ma-
chine-readable dictionary, compiled in the 1980s from a number of sources, pri-
marily to support psycholinguists developing experimental materials. It contains
tens of thousands of words, with up to 26 linguistic and psycholinguistic attributes
for each word. Gill’s elicited, rather than naturally occurring, data was originally
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toranalysislocateddimensionsdifferingonlyinminordetailsfromthosefoundby
Pennebaker and King (1999), and it was found that both the topic-controlled
LIWCdictionaryandtheMRCdictionaryaccountedforsomevarianceinthedata.
UsingthisversionoftheLIWCdictionary,Gillcouldexplain8%ofthevariancein
extraversion score and 11% in neuroticism score; the MRC dictionary helped ex-
plain 5% and 14% of the variances, respectively. The topic-controlled version of
the LIWC follows Pennebaker and King in removing words associated with per-
sonal concerns. However, Pennebaker and King also controlled for genre, requir-
ing that any linguistic variable to be included in the analysis had a minimum fre-
quency of 1% in the corpus. If we do this, the variance in scores that is explained
fallsto0%forextraversionand11%forneuroticism.Inpassing,wenotethatlevel
of neuroticism correlated positively with use of inclusive words and first-person
pronouns.
At a higher linguistic level, analysis of speech acts showed that extraverts initi-
atemoreindividualandgrouplaughter,usemoreself-referentstatements,andtalk
more (Gifford & Hine, 1994). In a study of conversational dyads, coding of the
speechactsfoundthatintrovertsusedmorehedgesandproblemtalkandextraverts
expressed more pleasure talk, agreement, and compliments, with content focusing
moreonextracurricularactivities.However,significantdifferenceswerenotfound
betweenthegroupsfortalktimeornumberofspeechacts(Thorne,1987).Thisisa
littlesurprising,becauseotherstudieshaveshownthatextravertsuseagreatertotal
number of words (Carment, Miles, & Cervin, 1965).
OnthesubjectofimplicitnessandpatternsofuseofPOS,ithasbeenshownthat
extravert speech has higher counts of pronouns, adverbs, verbs, and total number
of words (taking zestful to be a synonym for extravert, cf. Furnham, 1990; see also
Dewaele & Furnham, 1999). These characteristics of extravert language are also
found for nonnative speakers. Using factor analysis of syntactic tokens from sec-
ond-languagespeakers,DewaeleandFurnham(2000)confirmedanextravertpref-
erenceforimplicitlanguageandanintrovertpreferenceforexplicitlanguage.This
findingheldinbothinformalandformalsituationsandmirroredpreviousanalyses
of the individual linguistic categories (Dewaele, 2001). Additionally, Heylighen
and Dewaele (2002) noted that introvert language features tend to be closely re-
lated to those of formal language. A further finding was that extraverts demon-
strated lower lexical richness in formal situations (Dewaele & Furnham, 2000).
Cope(1969)alsonotedalowerlexicaldiversity(measuredastype–tokenratio)for
extravert native English speakers. However, this is less reliable, given that
extraverts also use a greater total number of words and thus may be a length effect
(cf. Dewaele & Furnham, 2000). Dewaele (2002b) found that in third-language
Englishproduction,therewasapositiverelationbetweenneuroticismandcommu-
nicative anxiety. Hence, our previous suggestion, that neuroticism may also relate
to implicitness, is worthy of further investigation.
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We here indicate the particular hypotheses we tested on the corpus of e-mail text
and how they were measured. We relate the traits to types of linguistic behavior
and indicate what differences we expected to find. The hypotheses are framed in
terms of preferences in text generated by authors at the high end of a given person-
ality dimension, as compared with authors at the low end of that dimension. In-
verting these expectations gives the predictions for the low end. Suppose we say
that a type of author (say, a high extravert) “prefers” a type of term (say, a social
processexpression).Operationally,thismeansthatweexpecthighextravertstoei-
ther use instances of the type (such as meet) with a higher relative frequency than
do low extraverts or use collocations involving that term (such as I met) more fre-
quently than low extraverts.
Extraversion Hypotheses
Positivity. Warmth, Positive Emotions: Extraverts will prefer terms indicat-
ing positive emotions and fewer negative emotions and negations. Assertiveness:
They will disprefer tentative expressions, such as hedges like possibly.
Sociability. Gregariousness: Extraverts will prefer third-person pronouns
and proper names to refer to other people. They will prefer social process terms.
Complexity. Assertiveness, Excitement-Seeking: Reflecting their desire to
communicate at length, extraverts will prefer to produce more complex utterances
that link together several concepts in a sequence. They will link clauses and con-
stituents by preferring more conjunctions, more clausal connectives, and more in-
formal or nonstandard punctuation (ellipsis, exclamation, hyphenation).
Implicitness. Activity: Extravert language will prefer more adverbs, pro-
nouns, and verbs and will disprefer nouns, adjectives, and prepositions.
Dispreference for nouns also leads to dispreference for articles.
Neuroticism Hypotheses
Negativity. Anxiety, Angry Hostility, Depression: High neurotics will prefer
terms indicating negative emotion and negation and disprefer positive emotions.
Self-concern. Self-Consciousness: High neurotics will prefer first-person
singular pronouns over other second- or third-person pronouns or proper names.
Vulnerability:Theywillpreferinclusivewords,supposingthattheseindicateade-
sire for emotional attachment.
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standard and multiple punctuation, to underline their attitude statements.
Implicitness. Anxiety: High neurotic language will prefer more adverbs,
pronouns, and verbs and disprefer nouns, adjectives, and prepositions. Pronoun
use will be preferred but differentiated as noted previously. Dispreference for
nouns leads to dispreference for articles.
ANALYTIC METHOD: FROM TOP-DOWN TO BOTTOM-UP
Earlier, we mentioned results from Gill’s (2004) e-mail corpus. The amount of
variance in personality explained by linguistic features was rather limited. In par-
ticular, the conservative LIWC analysis left no explanation of variance for
extraversion.
Therearetwoobviouspossibilities.Oneisthatthee-mailcorpussimplydidnot
possess the normal features associated with extraversion; indeed, perhaps the fact
that the e-mail was elicited in an experiment also meant that it is not like “real”
e-mail.Theotheristhatthedictionariesweremissingsomeoftherelevantlinguis-
tic indicators. The former option does not seem right. We have already mentioned
thataspartofthedictionary-basedstudy,Gill(2004)replicatedthefactorstructure
uncovered by Pennebaker and King (1999), with some minor differences. So the
e-mail genre is relatively similar to the range of texts previously studied. It is also
truethattextelicitedunderlaboratoryconditionsmaydiffersignificantlyfromnat-
urally occurring text. However, the e-mail corpus can be compared with the rele-
vant section of the British National Corpus, comprised of postings on a sports
e-mail list. This shows that, in terms of Heylighen and Dewaele’s (2002)
contextuality/formality, the two are very similar (Nowson, Oberlander, & Gill,
2005). In this respect at least, the elicited e-mail was a reasonable approximation
of natural e-mail and differed in predictable ways from naturally occurring per-
sonal weblogs. It follows, then, that there instead were problems in the application
of dictionary-based analysis techniques.
First, Ball (1994) noted that a problem for all top-down approaches is that of
“recall,” which relates to the technique’s success in identifying and counting fea-
tures. This is particularly relevant to LIWC, due to the size of its dictionaries; de-
spitetheinclusionofwordsandwordstemstobroadenpotentialmatches,thereare
only around 2,000 words, compared with the 40,000 of the MRC database. A cor-
ollary is that the incorporation of systematic nonstandard features (such as words
or spellings) in the analysis was precluded. In response, more recent work has
adopted latent semantic analysis as a bottom-up alternative method (Campbell &
Pennebaker, 2003). Although this is a data-driven approach, it expresses its find-
ings in terms of vector measures for the texts. Hence, the results are less easily in-
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of the linguistic features that compose the factors.
Another limitation of content-analysis techniques is directly acknowledged by
Pennebaker and King (1999) in relation to LIWC. Because a word’s context is not
taken into account, LIWC cannot say how it is used. Hazards include “context,
irony, sarcasm, or … multiple meanings of words” (p. 1297). Disambiguation of
word senses is less of a problem for the MRC psycholinguistic analysis, because it
uses POS information, but contextual information has still been ignored in these
analyses.
Therefore, instead of top-down approaches, we followed Tribble (2000) in
adopting data-driven techniques from computational corpus linguistics; specifi-
cally the analysis of n-grams. The set of n-grams contained in a text is the set of all
distinct sequences of n words; a unigram is a word sequence of length one (hence,
itisjustaword),whereasabigramisawordsequenceoflengthtwo,andsoon.For
instance, ignoring punctuation for now, a seven-word text such as the grey dog
chasedthegreycatcontainssixbigrams:thegrey,greydog,dogchased,andsoon.
We see that the bigram (the grey) occurs twice, so, in this case, there are only five
distinct bigrams. N-gram analysis has previously been put to a variety of uses. For
our purposes, it is especially relevant that n-grams have been used to characterize
multiword terms that distinguish specific types of texts (Damerau, 1993).
Because n-gram analysis is a data-driven approach, all expressions are poten-
tiallyrelevant—notjustthoseinapredefineddictionary.Also,theproblemofcon-
textinsensitivityisatleastpartiallyalleviated,becauseincalculatingtheprobabil-
ity of groups of terms, or n-grams, occurring together, it captures some of the
contextual information of language use. It thus provides us with potential insight
into differences in language structuring and the use of formulaic language, as
noted by Wray and Perkins (2000).
CORPUS COLLECTION
Participants
One hundred and five current or recently graduated university students partici-
pated in this experiment. All participants were recruited via an e-mail sent by the
experimenter. They were not remunerated for their participation.
A sociobiographical questionnaire and the Eysenck Personality Question-
naire–Revised (short version; S. Eysenck et al., 1985) were administered to gain
information about the participants’ backgrounds and personalities. Thirty-seven
were men, and 68 were women. The mean age of participants was 24.3 years.
Fifty-three were studying (or had studied) at an undergraduate level and 52 at a
postgraduate level; the mean number of years of higher education was 4.2. All
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origin, seven North American, and three Australasian. Scores on the personality
dimensions were as follows: psychoticism, M score = 2.90, SD = 1.7 (normative
score for men is 3.08, for women, 2.35); extraversion, M score = 7.91, SD = 3.3
(normative score for men is 6.36, for women, 7.60); neuroticism, M score = 5.51,
SD = 3.2 (normative score for men is 4.95, for women, 5.90); and Lie scale, M
score = 3.48, SD = 2.2 (normative score for men is 3.86, for women, 2.71).
Materials
TheexperimentwasconductedonlineviaanHTMLformthatparticipantsfilledin
and then submitted over the Internet.
The Web page had a simple design. It first gave an introduction and an estimate
of the time required to complete the form, along with contact details, and it indi-
cated that all responses would be treated in confidence and suitably anonymized.
The second part of the form was for the collection of sociobiographical and per-
sonalityinformation,withtheresultsjustnoted.Thefinalpartconsistedofthetwo
message-writing tasks. Participants were first instructed “If during either of the
following writing tasks, you are worried about writing anything too personal, sim-
ply substitute names of people and places as appropriate.” The writing task was
thencompletedusingalargescrollabletextboxintowhichparticipantscouldtype,
with the following instructions provided for the first writing task:
Imagine you haven’t seen a good friend for quite some time, and in order to
keep them up to date with your news you decide to write them an e-mail. In
the message you should write about what has happened to you, or what you
have done in the past week, trying to remember and write down as much as
possible, as quickly as possible.
YourmessageshouldbewritteninnormalEnglishprose(thatis,standard
sentences, although don’t worry if your grammar is not perfect).
Once you have started writing a sentence, you should complete it and not
go back to alter or edit it. Also, don’t worry too much about spelling, and
don’t bother addressing it to anyone or signing it. Just write down the main
body of the text.
You should spend 10 minutes on this task.
The second writing task was similar; participants were instructed to write about
theirplansfortheweekahead.Onfinalsubmissionoftheform,theparticipantwas
thanked, and the form was processed to check for any missing obligatory informa-
tion.Onacceptanceoftheform,theparticipantwasgiventhecontactdetailsofthe
experimenter for any follow-up.
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Under these conditions, 105 participants provided two e-mail texts each, pro-
ducing around 65,000 words in total. Apart from anonymization, preediting of
these elicited texts was kept to a minimum so as to retain as much individuality as
possible (for example, nonstandard words and spellings to imitate sounds). Such
informal linguistic strategies, along with a relaxed attitude toward typographical
errors, are regarded as a feature of e-mail (Baron, 1998; Colley & Todd, 2002).
However, a distinction was made between intentional nonstandard spellings for
communicative effect (such as ohhhh, auld, or poptastico) and spelling errors
(suchashte,abotu,orcelecbrating).Abasicspell-checkwascarriedout(usingthe
standard emacs spell-checker; Stallman, 1994), and the resulting texts were
hand-corrected to ensure unintentional spelling errors had been corrected. Copies
of texts at each stage of editing were retained for reference or future analysis if re-
quired (Sinclair, 1991).
STRATIFIED CORPUS COMPARISON
To analyze the prepared corpus, we used techniques from comparative corpus lin-
guistics and defined a “reference corpus” from authors with a personality profile
thatisnotextremeonextraversionorneuroticism.Wethencomparedauthorsfrom
each end (high or low) of each personality dimension with this neutral (or “mid”)
group. To control for individuals who may be extreme on more than one dimen-
sion, we also ensured that authors representative of the extreme groups were neu-
tral on the other dimension.
To gain sufficient material for corpus comparison, it was necessary to group to-
gethertextsbyindividualswhodifferedfromoneanotherintheirprecisepersonal-
ity scores. Hence, the analysis effectively considered features associated with
groups rather than individuals. Nonetheless, by maintaining the reference corpus
(asanintermediatepointonadimension),gradedandpotentiallynonlineareffects
could be detected. There is some evidence that such effects may arise in personal-
itylanguagestudies(Gill,Harrison,&Oberlander,2004),soathree-waystratified
corpus comparison allowed a check on the behavior of linguistic features along a
dimension.Bycontrast,otherstudieshaveusuallyassumedabinarydivisionofthe
data, with categories such as native–nonnative, young–old, or higher–lower class
language users (Aarts & Granger, 1998; Granger & Rayson, 1998; Milton, 1998;
Rayson, Leech, & Hodges, 1997).
The goal in this analysis was to identify words (unigrams) or strings of words
(n-grams) that formed reliable collocations for one group but not for another;
these can then be considered distinctive collocations. This gives a new way to
explore the link between personality and lexical content. We also used stratified
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sonality and grammar.
Method
Procedure. The full corpus of elicited texts was stratified into subcorpora as
follows. High and low personality group samples were created by splitting them at
greater than 1 SD above and below the Eysenck Personality Questionnaire–Re-
vised score for each dimension. Authors had to be within 1 SD on the dimension
other than the one for which they were extremely high or low. Furthermore, all
texts that were within 1 SD across both personality dimensions were assigned to
the personality–neutral mid subcorpus.
The resulting sizes of the subcorpora were as follows. There were 9,428 words
(17 authors) for the high extraverts and 6,475 words (16 authors) for the low
extraverts. There were 5,621 words (10 authors) for the high neurotics and around
7,073 words (12 authors) for the low neurotics. The mid group contained more
than 13,304 words (30 authors). Stratification thus left us with 65% of the words
from the original corpus, and no subgroup contained fewer than 10 authors.
Analysis. First we used a version of the corpus tokenized using the CLAWS
tagger (available via the Wmatrix tool; Rayson, 2003) and lemmatized. The parser
treated“fusedforms”ascomposedofseparatewords;forinstance,can’twastaken
to be composed from ca and n’t, and in subsequent analysis ca was assimilated to
can. Equally, some multiword expressions, such as of course, were treated as sin-
gle orthographic units. The process also provided some basic annotation, for in-
stance marking sentence boundaries (represented as <NC>) and ellipsis (<E>).
The latter included cases of multiple full stops, as in the well maybe … example in
Table 4. By lemmatizing (or stemming), minor variants of words could be col-
lapsed together, increasing the power of the analysis. In such a processed corpus,
words such as play, plays, played,o rplaying were all realized in the base form of
the verb play; sentence boundary indicators and punctuation markers (such as
<NC> and <E>) were collapsed into <p>.1 More important, in our data there were
instances of proper nouns, such as names of places (Edinburgh), names of people
(Dave), or days of the week (Saturday). These tended to be too specific to allow
broaderpatternsoflanguageusagetoemergeorfortheresultstobeeasilygeneral-
ized; therefore, a further script was used to collapse proper names into NP1, except
for names of days, which were collapsed into NPD1.
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1It is worth noting in passing that the total number of <p> in the analyzed corpus was 4,738, of
which2,438were<NC>.Becausemost,butnotall,sentenceboundarieswerealsomarkedwithexplicit
punctuation, this indicates that there was relatively little midsentence punctuation in the corpus.Second, to identify robust collocations in the tagged subcorpora, we calculated
one- to five-word n-grams and did not use rank or frequency cutoffs during calcu-
lation,butinitiallyselectedfeatureswithafrequency≥5.Thisenabledanaccurate
log-likelihood statistic (G2) comparing the features’ rates of occurrence between
groups to be calculated (cf. Rayson, 2003). We used n-gram software (Banerjee &
Pedersen, 2003) to compute significance (also G2) for two- and three-gram collo-
cations.
Finally,toidentifythoserobustcollocationsthatdistinguishonegroupfroman-
other, we made a three-way comparison of the linguistic features across the
high–mid–lowcorporaforeachgroup.Wecalculatedtherelationsamongthethree
groups; for each feature in each corpus we identified its frequency and relative fre-
quency and then, where relevant, the relative frequency ratios and log-likelihood
between high–low, high–mid, and low–mid groups. An author could contribute to
only one group; for instance, an individual’s text could not contribute to counts of
words or word sequences for both the high extravert and the low neurotic groups.
Hence,theindependenceofone(personality)groupfromanothercanbeassumed,
as in other studies (e.g., Rayson et al., 1997). This allowed us to compare the rela-
tive usage and statistical significance of the difference in the use of features be-
tween groups.
Results
In this section we present the results from the three-way stratified analysis. Be-
cause we examined only expected frequencies of five or more—which compare
more reliably with the chi-square distribution—we included results with a critical
valueof10.83orgreater.Wetookthistobeequivalenttoreachingp≤.001signifi-
cance, and those results with a critical value of 15.13 or greater were taken to be
equivalent to reaching p ≤ .0001 significance (cf. Rayson, 2003).
At least two kinds of features could be associated with, say, high neuroticism:
n-gramsthatwereoverusedbyhighneuroticsandn-gramsthatwereunderusedby
low neurotics. Tables 1 and 2 list, for each dimension and each extreme subgroup,
the features that were associated with that group either via their overuse of the fea-
ture or an opposite group’s underuse.
There were reasonable numbers of distinctive collocations. Sixty-three n-gram
features reached the critical value of 10.83 (p < .001) for extraversion and 59 for
neuroticism.Ofthese,asubstantialproportionalsoreachedthe15.13criticalvalue
(p < .0001): 32 and 21, respectively. The latter set includes several n-grams that
representrepeatedpunctuation(mostofwhichcorrespondtomultipleexclamation
marks). It is notable that the vast majority of distinctive collocations (almost 90%)
involved more than one word or punctuation mark; these would not be found by
single-word dictionaries. Furthermore, a substantial proportion were predicted
neither by theory nor by prior research.
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classified by the LIWC or some other common factor, such as the presence of
punctuation. Only a small number of collocations ended up being over- or
underused by the mid group (three and two reached the 15.13 critical value for
extraversionandneuroticism,respectively).Thisdemonstrates(ratherthansimply
assumes) that linguistic behavior is linear. For this reason, mid collocations were
omitted from the tables and are not discussed further in this article.
Obviously, if it contains more than one word, a particular collocation can ap-
pear in more than one place in a table. Equally, a collocation may be distinctive on
morethanonedimension.Anotableexampleofthisinvolvestheverbget.Gettois
a collocation preferred by high extraverts and low neurotics. By contrast, get on is
onlyrelevanttotheneuroticismdimension,whereitispreferredbyhighneurotics.
We now consider the two personality dimensions in turn in terms of the various
collocation types.
Extraversion. Consider first the features we expected to be related to
extraversion in participants. Note that the table is divided into five subsections.
Most of the language features listed, except for those involving punctuation, are
taken from the LIWC. The table has annotations indicating which subgroup was
predictedtomakegreateruseofagivenfeature.Tohelpvisualizetheresults,Table
3 contains example texts, from high-extraversion and low-extraversion partici-
pants.
CollocationsrelatingtopositivityappearintheattitudesectionofTable1.High
extraverts have one collocation involving positive emotion, which contains the
word cool. In fact, this item is not in the original LIWC lexicon for positive emo-
tions but seems a good candidate for a positive emotion term. Of course, the word
canbeusedwithdifferentmeaninginothercontexts,suchasweatherdiscourse(as
the first example in Table 3 makes clear). Hence, including it in an LIWC category
runs the risk of treating it context insensitively. Whenever we assimilated a collo-
cation to an LIWC category, it is indicated by a mark in Tables 1 and 2. Low
extraverts have two collocations, both involving play. What the meaning of such
specific collocations might be is an issue that we return to in the Discussion sec-
tion. Both groups had one collocation involving negation. High extraverts had two
collocationsthatcanbeassociatedwithcertainty,whereaslowextravertshadeight
associated with tentativity.
Most collocations relating to sociability fell within the nominals section of the
table. High extraverts had no collocations involving third-person pronouns,
whereaslowextravertshadthree.Notably,highextravertshadsixfirst-personpro-
noun collocations, compared with four for low extraverts. However, high
extraverts did also have seven collocations involving proper names, whereas low
extraverts had four. Other collocations relating to sociability include social pro-
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TABLE 1
Summary of Tokenized, Lemmatized Analysis for Extraversion Preference
Feature Type High Extravert Low Extravert
Attitude
Positive emotion ◎ [cool <p>]⊕ [i play]´ [play]´
Negative emotion – ◎ –
Negation [will not] ◎ [not really]
Tentative/certain [be really]⊕´ [be so]⊕´◎ [be supposed]´ [be supposed to
be]
[be supposed to] [supposed to be]
[supposed to] [supposed]
[fairly]⊕
[not really]⊕
Social processes ◎ [i meet]–
Conjunction/connectives
Inclusives ◎ [and]´ [and NP1]´ [with
NP1]´ [NP1 and NP1] [NPD1
and] [and see] [work and]
[with a]
Exclusives [that be] ◎ [<p> although]´ [although i]
[although] [there <p>]´ [off ]´
Others ◎ [<p> then]´ [then i]´ [<p>
well]  [<p> which]
–
Nominals
1st person pronouns [NPD1 i]´ [then i]´ [to my]´
[we be]´ [i meet] [what i]
[i play]´ [i get]´ [i know]
[although i]
3rd person pronouns ◎ –[ because it] [of they] [they]
Proper names ◎ [and NP1]´ [with NP1]´
[NP1 and NP1] [NPD1 and]
[NP1 NP1] [NPD1 i]  [NPD1
will]
[the NPD1]´ [<p><p> NPD1
<p>]´ [<p> NPD1 <p>]´ [<p>
NPD1]´
Articles [from the] [the week] ◎ [the NPD1]´ [with a]
Punctuation
Multiple ◎ – [<p><p> NPD1 <p>]´
Punctuation-word [<p> take]´ [<p> then]´ [<p>
well]´ [<p> which]´ [<p>
what]
[<p> although]´ [<p><p> NPD1
<p>]´ [<p> NPD1 <p>]´ [<p>
NPD1]´
Word-punctuation [year <p>]´ [<p><p> NPD1 <p>]´
[<p>NPD1 <p>]´ [there <p>]´
[day <p>]´ [weekend <p>]´
Other [to go]´ [get to]´ [of it] [what
be]
[know]´ [of work]´ [know that]
[essay]
Note. All n-grams reached the 10.83 critical level (p ≤ .001). ´ designates those n-grams that
reachedthe15.13level(p≤ .0001).WhereLIWCcategoriesarerelevant, ⊕designatesitemscontaining
words that could be listed in the official LIWC dictionary but are not. ◎ indicates, for a category, which
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TABLE 2
Summary of Tokenized, Lemmatized Analysis for Neuroticism Preference
Feature Type High Neurotic Low Neurotic
Attitude
Positive emotion [like to]´ [would like] ◎ [a good] [nice <p>]⊕
Negative emotion ◎ ––
Negation ◎ ––
Tentative/certain – –
Social processes – –
Conjunction/connectives
Inclusives ◎ [<p> and]´ [and] [and see]–
Exclusives [<p> or]´ [though <p>]⊕ [but it]
Others [<p><p> well]´ [<p> well]´ [<p> so]´ [<p> then]´ [<p>
which]´ [<p> anyway]
Nominals
1st person pronouns ◎ [<p><p> we]´ [<p> we]´ [well
i]´ [<p> well i]
[which i]´ [i get]´
3rd person pronouns [its] [of they] ◎ [<p> he]´ [about it]´ [about it
<p><p>] [about it <p>] [but it]
[it do]
Proper names – ◎ [NPD1 <p>]´ [NP1 come]
Articles [all the]´ [see the] [the film be]
[the film]
◎ [a good] [<p> the]
Punctuation
Multiple ◎ [<p><p><p><p><p>]´
[<p><p><p>]´
[<p><p><p><p>]´ [<p><p> we]´
[<p><p> well]´
[about it <p><p>]
Punctuation-word [<p> and]´ [<p> or]´ [<p> we]´
[<p><p> we]´ [<p> well]´
[<p><p> well]´ [<p> how]
[<p> he]´ [<p> so]´ [<p> then]´
[<p> which]´ [<p> anyway]
[<p> the]
Word-punctuation [time <p>]´ [soon <p>] [though
<p>]
[NPD1 <p>]´ [about it
<p><p>] [about it <p>] [nice
<p>] [night <p>] [party <p>]
[well <p>]
Other [to work]´ [be write] [film be]
[film] [get on] [have to go] [to
spend] [up to]
[be in] [get to] [go on] [of time]
[still have] [which]
Note. All n-grams reached the 10.83 critical level (p ≤ .001). ´ designates those n-grams that
reachedthe15.13level(p≤.0001).WhereLIWCcategoriesarerelevant, ⊕designatesitemscontaining
words that could be listed in the official LIWC dictionary but are not. ◎ indicates, for a category, which
group was predicted to possess more items in that category.cesses, listed under attitude. High extraverts had one collocation in this class; low
extraverts had none.
A number of collocations relevant to complexity fell within the connective sec-
tionofthetable.Intotal,highextravertshad12collocationsinthisgroup,whereas
low extraverts had 5. It is notable that high extraverts collocations mostly involved
inclusives,whereaslowextravertscollocationswerenearlyallexclusives.Therest
of the complexity collocations fall under the punctuation section of the table. High
extraverts had no multiple punctuation collocations, whereas low extraverts had
one. As noted previously, most sentence boundary markers in the corpus were ac-
companied by an explicit punctuation mark; hence, pairs of <p> are not remark-
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TABLE 3
Extracts From Texts Written by High and Low Extravert Participants
High extravert
he1 I spent New Year in X which was really cool! Well, actually a bit cold […]
[be really], [cool <p>], [<p> well]
[ADJ <p>] (cool!), [ADV O] (actually a)
he2 Hopefully I can persuade Y to come which would be really exciting!
[be really]
[ADJ <p>] (exciting!)
he3 It was a really cool night, and the guys we were with were so friendly.
[we be], [be so]
[ADJ <p>] (friendly.)
he4 […] Xuid on his lungs. Well I better go. Take care and speak soon […]
[<p> well], [<p> take]
[ADV VBN] (better go)
he5 It’s really funny and Ben Stiller is just delightful.
[and NP1]
[ADJ <p>] (delightful.)
Low extravert
le1 I am in the mood for just hanging out and not really doing much.
[not really]
le2 I was supposed to be in work but I just couldn’t get out of bed […]
[be supposed to be]
[PRN ADV] (i just)
le3 I’m done here pretty much, although I really have lots of work that I should be
getting on with now […]
[<p> although], [although i]
[PRN ADV] (i really), [VPP ADV] (done here)
le4 I like it because it’s a change from looking at a computer all day.
[because it]
le5 We got another few shows in and lots of nice lunches and a big walk on the
Sunday.
[the NPD1]
Note. The extracts give examples of some of the word and parts of speech n-grams that are dis-
tinctive for the given groups. Most of the proper names have been replaced here by letters.able. High extraverts had five initial punctuation collocations, where a word or
words follows at least one punctuation mark, and one final punctuation colloca-
tion, where at least one word precedes at least one collocation. Low extraverts had
fourinitialcollocations(threeofwhichwerecloselyrelated)andfivefinalcolloca-
tions (two of which were also counted initial, so that a word was found between at
least two punctuation marks).
Implicitness results are given in more detail when we consider results on POS.
However, we note here that in the nominal section of the table, both high and low
extraverts had two collocations involving articles.
Neuroticism. Thesameapproachtocollocationtypesisusefulfordescribing
neuroticism. Again, to help visualize the results, Table 4 contains example texts
from high neuroticism and low neuroticism participants.
CollocationsrelatingtonegativityappearintheattitudesectionofTable2.Nei-
ther the high neurotics nor the low neurotics had any collocations involving either
negativeemotionsornegations.Bothhadtwocollocationsinvolvingpositiveemo-
tions.
Collocations relating to self-concern fell in both the nominal and connective
sections of the table. High neurotics had four collocations involving first-person
pronouns, as compared to two involving third persons and none involving proper
names. Low neurotics had two collocations involving first-person pronouns, as
compared to six involving third persons and two involving proper names. Regard-
ing inclusive words, high neurotics had three collocations that involved them,
whereas low neurotics had none.
Collocations relating to emphasis are in the punctuation section of the table.
High neurotics had five collocations involving multiple punctuation, whereas low
neurotics had one. Unlike the low extraverts, high neurotics’collocations included
sequences of more than two <p>.
Again,implicitnessresultsaregiveninmoredetailwhenweconsiderresultson
POS.However,wenoteherethatinthenominalsectionofthetable,highneurotics
had four collocations involving articles, and low neurotics had two.
SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS OF THE CORPUS
Method
ThepersonalitycorpuswastaggedusingthePennPOStagset(Marcus,Santorini,&
Marcinkiewicz, 1994) and the MXPOST tagger (Ratnaparkhi, 1996). Further pro-
cessingreplacedwordswithPOStagscorrespondingto10broadcategories,asim-
plementedintheelectronicversionoftheShorterOxfordEnglishDictionarythatis
incorporated into the MRC Psycholinguistic Database (Wilson, 1987). These are:
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(CONJ),pronoun(PRN),interjection(INT),pastparticiple(VPP),andother(O).Inad-
ditiontothesecategories,wealsomadeuseof<p>indicatingpunctuation;<ends>,
which indicated the end of the e-mail texts; and NA, which indicated that a feature
was not recognized as belonging to any of the previous categories.2
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2Thus, the categories are a superset of those in the MRC database, but it should be noted that the la-
belsforthecategoriesdifferedinplacesfromthoseusedinboththePenntagsetandtheMRCdatabase;
for instance, we used PRP whereas the MRC uses R.
TABLE 4
Extracts From Texts Written by High and Low Neurotic Participants
High neurotic
hn1 There are a few people I haven’t seen for a while that I would like to catch up
with.. well maybe..
[would like], [like to], [<p><p> well]
[PRN O VBN O VBN] (i would like to catch)
hn2 I’m so rubbish at it though, and it’s taking ages to do each one.
[though <p>]
[<p> CONJ] (, and)
hn3 We got back from W X last Wednesday night. We stayed over at Y and drove back
to Z on Thursday.
[<p><p> we]
[VBN PRP] (stayed over)
hn4 I have nothing else to say!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
[<p><p><p><p><p>]
[<p><p><p><p><p>] (!!!!!), [<p><p><p><p>] (!!!!), [<p><p><p>] (!!!)
hn5 […] I’m Wnally getting a chance to make the most of things and live how I want to
live without having to think about someone else all the time.
[all the]
[ADV VBN] (finally getting), [VBN PRP] (live without), (think about)
Low neurotic
ln1 One weekend two of my friends got married which was really nice -
[which], [nice <p>]
ln2 She’s hired out a club and is getting really excited about it.
[about it], [about it <p>]
ln3 That’s the plan, anyway.
[<p> anyway]
[<p> ADV] (, anyway),
ln4 I suppose I should do some of my dissertation as well, but right now all I really
want to do is go to sleep.
[well <p>]
[CONJ ADV] (but right), [PRN ADV] (i really), [ADV ADV] (as well), (right
now), [ADV O] (now all)
ln5 Not that I’d completely go on his opinion but he seemed a good person to ask.
[go on], [a good]
Note. The extracts give examples of some of the word and parts of speech n-grams that are dis-
tinctive for the given groups. Proper names have been replaced here by letters.The resulting general syntactic version of the corpus was then divided into the
high–mid–low stratified corpus groups and analyzed, as in the previous section.
We first discuss the results of the unigram analysis for each dimension. We then
display the results of the overall n-gram analyses (one through five item se-
quences) together, as in the previous lemmatized word n-gram analysis. Once
again,thesmallnumberofcollocationsfoundforthemidgrouparenotreported.
Unigram Syntactic Analysis Results
InTable5,welist,foreachdimensionandeachsubgroup,featuresassociatedwith
that group either via their overuse of the feature or an opposite group’s underuse.
For extraversion, conjunction (CONJ) and adjectives (ADJ) are characteristic of
high extraversion, but there are no POS characteristics of low extraversion. For
neuroticism, conjunction (CONJ) and punctuation (<p>) are characteristic of high
neuroticism and adverbs (ADV) and nouns (NN) of low neuroticism.
For these POS tag unigram results, we note the generally modest levels of sig-
nificant differences among groups relative to the previous n-gram analyses. We
may take this to indicate that the personality groups generally use quite similar
proportions of the relevant POS. However, the POS may also occur in different
contexts or sequences, thus indicating differences in the way they are used. We
therefore turn to the results of the n-gram analysis of the syntactic tag data.
N-Gram Syntactic Analysis Results
Results using the reduced syntactic category tags reached higher levels of signifi-
cance than the unigrams, so we considered only those that reached the critical
value of 10.83 (p ≤ .001). Twenty-four n-gram features reached this value for
extraversion and 34 for neuroticism. Of these, the majority also reach the 15.13
critical value (p ≤ .0001): 15 and 20, respectively. The stronger features are pre-
dominantly bigrams, exceptions being the longer n-grams for punctuation found
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TABLE 5
Summary of Unigram
Parts of Speech Analysis
Personality Type Distinctive Unigrams
High extraverts [CONJ] [ADJ]
Low extraverts —
High neurotics [CONJ] []
Low neurotics [NN] [ADV]
Note. Unigrams reached the 3.84 critical
value (p ≤ .05).for neuroticism. A concise view is given in Tables 6 and 7; examples can be found
in Tables 3 and 4.
Extraversion. From the unigram analysis, we are particularly interested in
collocations involving conjunctions and adjectives (for high extraversion).
As far as conjunctions are concerned, high extraverts had two distinctive collo-
cations ([CONJ ADV] and [PRN CONJ]); low extraverts had none. Regarding adjec-
tives, we found two collocations for high extraverts ([<p> ADJ] and [ADJ <p>]).
There were also two collocations for low extraverts ([NN <p> ADJ NN] and [NN NN
<p> ADJ NN]).
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TABLE 6
Summary of Parts of Speech Analysis for Extraversion Preference
Part of Speech Type High Extravert Low Extravert
Punctuation ◎ [<p> NN]´ [<p> ADJ]´ [ADJ
<p>]´
[O VBN <p> PRN]´ [NN <p>
ADJ NN] [NN NN <p> ADJ NN]
[NN VBN O <p>] [VBN <p>
PRN] [VBN <p> PRN VBN]
Conjunction [CONJ ADV]´ [PRN CONJ] –
Noun [<p> NN]´◎ [NN <p> ADJ NN] [NN NN
<p> ADJ NN] [NN VBN O <p>]
[ADV VBN PRN NN]
Adjective [<p> ADJ]´ [ADJ <p>]´◎ [NN <p> ADJ NN] [NN NN
<p> ADJ NN]
Preposition [ADV VBN PRP]´◎ [ADV PRP]´
Pronoun ◎ [ADV VBN PRN]´ [PRN CONJ]
[PRN O VBN O]
[O VBN <p> PRN]´ [PRN ADV]´
[VBN <p> PRN] [VBN <p> PRN
VBN] [ADV VBN PRN NN]
Verb ◎ [ADV VBN]´ [ADV VBN PRN]´
[ADV VBN PRP]´ [PRN O VBN
O]
[O VBN <p> PRN]´ [NN VBN O
<p>] [ADV VBN PRN NN]
[VBN <p> PRN VBN] [VBN <p>
PRN] [VBN ADV O VBN O]
Past participle – [VPP ADV]´
Adverb ◎ [<ENDS> ADV]´ [ADV ADV]´
[ADV O]´ [ADV VBN PRN]´
[ADV VBN PRP]´ [ADV VBN]´
[CONJ ADV]´
[ADV PRP]´ [PRN ADV]´ [VPP
ADV]´ [ADV VBN PRN NN]
[VBN ADV O VBN O]
Other [ADV O]´ [O NA]´ [PRN O VBN
O]
[O VBN <p> PRN]´ [NN VBN O
<p>] [VBN ADV O VBN O]´
NA [<ENDS> ADV]´ [O NA]´ –
Note. All n-grams reached the 10.83 critical level (p ≤ .001). ´ designates those n-grams that
reached the 15.13 level (p ≤ .0001). ◎ indicates, for a category, which group was predicted to possess
more items in that category.Neuroticism. Herewearemostinterestedincollocationsinvolvingpunctua-
tion and conjunctions (for high neuroticism) and nouns and adverbs (for low
neuroticism).
Regarding punctuation, we found high neurotics had a total of seven colloca-
tions involving punctuation (several involving multiple punctuation). Low neurot-
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TABLE 7
Summary of Parts of Speech Analysis for Neuroticism
Part of Speech Type High Neurotic Low Neurotic
Punctuation ◎ [<p><p><p><p><p>]´
[<p><p><p><p>]´
[<p><p><p>]´ [<p> O]´ [<p>
ADV PRN VBN PRN] [<p>
CONJ] [ADV <p> PRN O VBN]
[<p><p>]´ [<p> ADV ADV]´ [<p>
ADV]´
Conjunction [<p> CONJ] [CONJ VBN PRP]
[VBN ADJ CONJ]
[CONJ ADV]´ [CONJ O]´ [CONJ
VBN PRN]
Noun – ◎ [<ENDS> NN] [NN NN]
Adjective [ADJ ADJ]´ [ADJ PRN VBN]´
[<ENDS> ADJ] [ADJ PRN]
[ADV VBN ADJ]
◎ [PRN ADJ]´ [PRP O ADJ ADJ]
Preposition [VBN PRP]´ [CONJ VBN PRP] ◎ [ADV ADV PRP]´ [PRP O ADJ
ADJ] [PRP O PRP O]
Pronoun ◎ [ADJ PRN VBN]´ [<p> ADV
PRN VBN PRN] [ADJ PRN]
[ADV <p> PRN O VBN] [ADV
PRN VBN PRN] [PRN O VBN
O VBN]
[ADV PRN]´ [PRN ADV]´ [PRN
ADJ]´ [CONJ VBN PRN]
Verb ◎ [ADJ PRN VBN]´ [ADV
VBN]´ [VBN PRP]´ [<p> ADV
PRN VBN PRN] [ADV <p>
PRN O VBN] [ADV PRN VBN
PRN] [ADV VBN ADJ] [CONJ
VBN PRP] [PRN O VBN O
VBN]
[CONJ VBN PRN]
Past Participle – [VPP ADV]´
Adverb ◎ [ADV VBN]´ [<p> ADV PRN
VBN PRN] [ADV <p> PRN O
VBN] [ADV PRN VBN PRN]
[ADV VBN ADJ]
[<p> ADV ADV]´ [<p> ADV]´
[ADV ADV PRP]´ [ADV ADV]´
[ADV O]´ [ADV PRN]´ [CONJ
ADV]´ [VPP ADV]´ [PRN ADV]´
Other [<p> O] [ADV <p> PRN O
VBN] [PRN O VBN O VBN]
[ADV O]´ [CONJ O]´ [PRP O ADJ
ADJ] [PRP O PRP O]
NA [<ENDS> ADJ] [<ENDS> NN]
Note. All n-grams reached the 10.83 critical level (p ≤ .001). ´ designates those n-grams that
reached the 15.13 level (p ≤ .0001). ◎ indicates, for a category, which group was predicted to possess
more items in that category.ics had three collocations (one involving double punctuation and two involving a
markfollowedbyanadverb).Regardingconjunctions,wefoundthathighandlow
neurotics had three collocations each.
Nouncollocationsweremoresparse:Therearenoneforhighneuroticsandtwo
for low neurotics (of which one involved multiple nouns). Adverb collocations, on
theotherhand,werecommon.Highneuroticshad5,including[ADV VBN],butlow
neurotics had a total of 9, and in fact 9 of their 12 most significant collocations in-
volved adverbs. This is the most vivid result to emerge from the n-gram syntactic
analysis,althoughwediscusstheramificationsforimplicitnessinthenextsection.
DISCUSSION
Using data-driven techniques we have been able to investigate linguistic features
that characterize the expression of personality in e-mail communication, without
being restricted by predefined dictionaries. Recalling the predictions in the Hy-
potheses section, we discuss findings for the two dimensions in turn.
Extraversion
The original predictions involved positivity, sociability, complexity, and implicit-
ness.
First, there is the issue of positivity. Both groups had positive emotion colloca-
tions,andeachgroupalsohadtheirowndistinctivenegationcollocation.However,
tentativity did emerge among low-extravert collocations: although, be supposed
(anditsrelatives),andfairly.Assumingthatthehighextraverts’bereallyandbeso
can be associated with certainty, and the low extraverts’not really with tentativity,
there does seem to be a difference between the two groups in certainty and
tentativity.
We expected sociability for high extraverts, but their pronoun biases seemed to
work against it: High extraverts tended toward word collocations involving
first-person pronouns, whereas low extraverts’ pronoun collocations included a
more even mix of first and third person. On the other hand, patterns of noun use
suggested that high extraverts did refer to other people by name, particularly in
conjoined noun phrases. In addition, high extraverts, but not low extraverts, had a
collocation involving social processes.
We now turn to the complexity hypothesis. Nonstandard, multiple punctuation
forhighextraverts,suchasellipsis,arehererenderedassinglepunctuationtags,so
they do not appear in the distinctive word or POS collocations. The word colloca-
tions showed many more conjunction constructions for high extraverts than for
low extraverts, and high extraverts’distinctive use of conjunctions was confirmed
by the n-grams for POS. It was notable, also, that high extraverts’conjunction col-
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whereas, the low extroverts had collocations involving although, an exclusive
word. There is some evidence that high extroverts use a broader range of distinc-
tivecollocationsinvolvinginitialpunctuation(theyhadfiveascomparedwithfour
for low extroverts, but the latter included three related collocations to do with
names of days of the week). These can be seen as introducing clause-initial con-
nectives, such as then, which, and what.
Finally, following Dewaele and Furnham (2000), it was predicted that high
extraverts would use more verbs, adverbs, and pronouns and low extraverts would
use more nouns, adjectives, and prepositions. The unigram POS analysis did not
support the overall predictions. It indicated that high extraverts use more conjunc-
tions and adjectives. No other overall differences were found, although it is worth
noting three points. First, as expected, high extraverts did have more pronoun col-
locations of at least one type: first person. Second, as expected, low extraverts had
two collocations involving articles, but high extraverts also had two collocations
involving articles. Finally, in the POS analyses, because we had split past partici-
ples from general verbs and added conjunctions, our categories were slightly
finer-grained than Dewaele and Furnham’s, which may affect the result. Another
reason for the divergence from Dewaele and Furnham’s results could be that they
werelargelydealingwithspeech,ratherthancomputer-mediatedwriting,andwith
nonnative speakers. Perhaps implicitness is more closely related to, say,
neuroticism, for native writers, and more closely related to extraversion only for
nonnative speakers.
But before accepting this line of reasoning, we should also consider the results
of the n-gram POS analysis. Elsewhere, we have suggested that at least two possi-
bilitiesmightbeinteresting(Oberlander&Gill,2004).First,whereahighandlow
groupdonotdifferoverallintherelativefrequencyofuseofaPOS,onegroupmay
have rather more types of distinctive collocation involving that POS than the other
group. If overall use does not differ, it means that the former group is using the
POS in a more stereotypical range of contexts; the latter group is using the POS
moreflexibly.Second,whenahighandlowgroupdodifferinrelativefrequencyof
use of a POS, it is interesting to note whether higher frequency is associated with a
greater set of collocations involving that POS or a smaller set. As we noted, intu-
itionsonthisquestionarenotfirm,butwesuggestedthatgreaterrelativefrequency
might be associated with a greater range of use—and hence with perhaps fewer
stereotypical collocations.
However, the results, which are based on a broader range of participant data
than those of Oberlander and Gill (2004), suggest the opposite. In particular, high
extraverts preferred conjunctions and adjectives overall and also tended toward
more (and stronger) distinctive collocations involving these two POS.
One other relevant finding on implicitness can be derived. We totaled the num-
ber of collocations involving nouns, adjectives, and prepositions (eliminating du-
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nouns. We found that high extroverts had four distinct collocations on the explicit
side (which includes the nouns) and nine collocations on the implicit side (which
includestheverbs),butlowextravertsalsohadfewerexplicitcollocationsthanim-
plicit (five and eight, respectively). Because the balance in favor of implicit collo-
cations is weakened but not reversed, we conclude that our results do not support
the implicitness hypothesis for extraversion
Neuroticism
The original predictions involved negativity, self-concern, emphasis, and implicit-
ness.
First, there is the issue of negativity. We found no collocations for negative
emotionornegation;forpositiveemotion,wefoundhighneuroticshadasmanyas
low neurotics.
Considering self-concern, from the results on word collocations, we found that
high neurotics had no more collocations than low neurotics involving first-person
singular. However, high neurotics did have first-person plural collocations, unlike
thelowneurotics.Atthesametime,lowneuroticshadeightcollocationsinvolving
third-person pronouns and proper names, compared to just two for high neurotics.
So, arguably, the smaller set of collocations involving reference to other persons
for high neurotics reflects a less outward-looking discourse. The unigram POS re-
sults identify an overall high neurotics preference for conjunction (shared with the
high extraverts). The word n-grams show that connectives for high neurotics in-
clude both inclusives, such as and, and exclusives, such as though. The former, at
least, could fit with a drive for attachment. Low neurotics had no inclusives and
onlyoneexclusive.ThePOScollocationresultsaddnothingfurthertothispicture.
On the matter of emphasis, the high neurotics’preference for genuinely multi-
plepunctuationisrevealedinbothwordandPOScollocationsandreflectsapartic-
ularuseofexclamationmarks.Althoughwedidnotframethehypothesisearlier,it
is also possible that an emphatic character might lead to greater use of both adjec-
tives and adverbs. In fact, the POS unigram results did not indicate an overall high
neurotics’ preference for adjectives, and it was the low neurotics who proved to
prefer adverbs.
Regarding implicitness, like high extraverts, high neurotics were predicted to
prefer implicit language, using more verbs, adverbs, and pronouns and fewer
nouns, adjectives, and prepositions. The unigram analysis did not support these
predictions.Itfoundthathighneuroticsusedmorepunctuation(andconjunctions)
andthatlowneuroticsusedmorenounsandadverbs.Lowneuroticswereexpected
to be less implicit, and the preference for nouns fits the hypothesis, but the prefer-
ence for adverbs does not.
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ture. Once again, we totaled the number of collocations involving nouns, adjec-
tives, and prepositions (eliminating duplicates) and did the same for verbs (includ-
ing past participles), adverbs, and pronouns. We found that high neurotics had 7
distinct collocations on the explicit side and 10 collocations on the implicit side.
Low neurotics had 6 and 11, respectively. But by the implicitness hypothesis, we
wouldhaveexpectedhighneuroticstohavehadmorebiastowardimplicitcolloca-
tions than low neurotics. It is true that high neurotics have many more collocations
involving verbs than low neurotics (nine to one). But overall high neurotics’collo-
cations did not show a greater bias toward implicitness for two main reasons, both
of which confound expectations. First, high neurotics had six collocations involv-
ingadjectives(comparedtotwoforlowneurotics).Second,lowneuroticshadnine
collocations for adverbs (compared to five for high neurotics). Indeed, as well as
their using more adverbs overall, a high proportion of low neurotics’strongest dis-
tinctivecollocationsinvolvedthoseadverbs.Itappearsthatlowneuroticsusethem
inarangeofcontextsanddosorobustly.Highneuroticsusefeweradverbsanduse
them in less stereotypical contexts.
Questions
With the overall results in mind, a number of more general questions can be ad-
dressed.
First,onemightasktowhatextenttheresultsderivedviathisbottom-upn-gram
approachdifferfromthosethatcanbefoundviatop-downdictionary-basedanaly-
ses. One response is that the vast majority of word and POS collocations involve
more than element. This suggests that there are relatively few single-word “shib-
boleths” that might distinguish authors who score at different ends of one person-
ality dimension. But top-down approaches do not claim that these exist: They
merely assume that relative frequencies of use of some words may correlate with
personality scores. Another response is that the n-gram approach helpfully shows
that a word such as really may occur in different collocations for high and low
scorers on a personality dimension. Recall that be really characterizes high
extraversion whereas not really characterizes low extraversion. So our approach
captures more context than does single word counting, although it still does not
take context or semantics fully into account, as we noted when discussing the fact
thatcoolhasmorethanonemeaning.Atthesametime,thereisnothingtostopdic-
tionary-based approaches from using multiword expressions, and that would cer-
tainly be one recommendation flowing from the results here. A final response is
that the bottom-up approach reveals significant linguistic behavior not captured in
existing dictionaries. The case of high neurotics’multiple punctuation shows that
this is surely true.
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ticular, whereas some appear to relate to the hypotheses we framed at the start,
others are rather obscure. In response, we would concede that some of the dis-
tinctive collocations are intriguing but hard to explain, even post hoc. For in-
stance, the low extraverts’ preference for i play or the high neurotics’ preference
for the film be do not fit into any obvious patterns and may just be idiosyncrasies
of the corpus. On the other hand, some of the other unexpected findings can per-
haps be explained and are certainly worthy of further investigation. In this con-
nection, we note the presence of high neurotics’ collocations involving
clause-initial well; this is a filler expression with little independent meaning but
with connotations of concession. The low neurotics’use of clause-initial anyway
(not included in the current LIWC dictionary) provides an interesting contrast.
This discourse cue phrase is not concessive in the same way and is associated
with “popping” up from embedded discourses. It could be that low neurotics are
more likely to pop, instead of continuing an embedded segment, or it could be
that they are more likely to generate embeddings in the first place. To follow up
this study, subsequent work should aim to analyze larger bodies of naturally oc-
curring text. With appropriate discourse-level annotation, this would allow
proper investigation of the ways in which discourse structure is affected by dif-
ferences between language producers.
A third question relates to the specifics of the stratification method we have
chosen. The point is that members of our extreme subgroups on one dimension
(suchashighextraverts)areneutralscorersontheotherdimension(theycannotbe
high neurotics or low neurotics). This has some advantages, but it does mean that
wehavedeferredthestudyofinteractionsbetweendimensions.Forinstance,some
of the predictions pointed to potential interactions. For example, if implicitness is
relevant to both extraversion and neuroticism, then someone who scores low on
one dimension but high on the other might not exhibit particularly implicit lan-
guage. In fact (as we reiterate later), the implicitness predictions were not borne
out. On the other hand, as noted previously, it was found that get to is a collocation
preferred by high extraverts and low neurotics. So it is natural to ask what high
extravert–high neurotics “get (up) to.” Clearly, this is a question that should be
considered in future analyses.
A fourth question is whether the relations between personality and text are spe-
cific to particular communication genres or media. A first response is that there
must certainly be genre effects. Some of the collocations we have found are char-
acteristic of e-mail but are neither confined to it nor required of it. For instance,
multiple exclamation marks may occur in some other genres, such as personal let-
ters, but they are less likely to appear in most others, including e-mail directed to
business acquaintances. Equally, as Pennebaker and King (1999) noted, topic also
has a noticeable effect: People are more likely to refer to days when recalling and
predicting activities in the past and future week. That effect is likely independent
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teresting that for neuroticism, we found no special bias concerning emotion collo-
cations (or first-person reference). Also, just as there was little evidence for
negativity on this dimension, there was only limited evidence of positivity on the
extraversiondimension.Lowextravertswerenotablefortheirtentativity,butother
features did not add up to major differences in positivity. Taken together, these
findings are consistent with the idea that e-mail can be less emotional than speech
(Whittaker, 2003). In addition, we found no firm results concerning implicitness
for either extraversion or neuroticism. It may be that authors do not find producing
e-mail under laboratory conditions a very stressful activity, and hence differences
in implicitness are not revealed in this context (cf. Dewaele, 2002b). The lesson
fromthisisthat,aswellasgatheringlargerbodiesoftextfordiscourse-levelanaly-
sis, follow-up studies should aim to gain from each author multiple texts across
multiple contexts. This would allow investigation of the effects of assumed audi-
ences on producers’language.
A fifth question is whether linguistic style (in our e-mail context) is a direct re-
flection of personality and whether the latter could perhaps be diagnosed from the
former. Regarding this connection we note that this study focuses on personality
projection, as opposed to personality perception. In studying projection, the only
personality associated with the text is that derived from authors’own self-reports
on personality questionnaires. By contrast, when studying perception, a second
personality is associated with the text—that attributed to it by third-party readers
ofthetexts.Infact,findingthelinguisticfeaturesassociatedwithperceived(asop-
posed to projected) personality is much closer to the general task of human-like
text classification. We already have evidence that even when personality is pro-
jected linguistically, it is not always perceived accurately by human judges (Gill,
Oberlander, & Austin, 2006). Hence, there are opportunities for machine learning
methods to be applied to the personality classification task and for the machine
classifications to be compared with those deriving from the self-reports of authors
and those from third-party readers.
A final question is whether the linguistic effects of personality differences are
all that important, compared for instance with those due to gender, education, or
age. Our response to this is that other personality dimensions or other demo-
graphic dimensions are likely to prove at least as interesting as extraversion and
neuroticism. We have not pursued these in this study, but recent work on a much
larger corpus of naturally occurring personal weblogs suggests that for some lin-
guistic features, the personality dimension of agreeableness may be more impor-
tant than, say, extraversion—and that gender is also more important then
extraversion (Nowson, 2006). The implication of this work is that an author’s
text will likely reflect several different aspects of his or her personal situation.
An individual’s character is only one aspect of the situation, and one’s level of
extraversion and neuroticism are only two aspects of his or her character.
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The results we have uncovered confirm that there are linguistic differences in col-
location patterns that can be systematically related to the differing characters of
language users. We tried in general to link extraversion with positivity, sociability,
complexity, and implicitness and neuroticism with negativity, self-concern, em-
phasis, and implicitness. The links were apparent in some, but not all, cases.
For extraversion we found high extravert collocations involving inclusive ex-
pressions and connectives more broadly, generating conjoined noun phrases, and
collocations involving proper names. Low extraverts were notable for their
tentativity, their greater tendency to refer to days of the week, and their less fre-
quent use of adjectives. For neuroticism, we found no special bias concerning
emotion collocations or first-person reference. As noted previously, this may be
because e-mail is generally less emotional than speech. However, we did find a
high neurotic preference for multiple punctuation, article collocations, inclusives,
andconjunction.Lowneuroticshaddistinctivecollocationsinvolvingthird-person
pronouns and proper names and a broad-ranging use of adverbs. Whereas high
neurotics characteristically used clause-initial well, low neurotics used anyway.
We found no firm results concerning implicitness for either extraversion or
neuroticism. As noted earlier, this may be because the e-mail task was not suffi-
ciently stressful to elicit differences in implicitness.
These findings have been derived using bottom-up stratified corpus compari-
son, which is sufficiently sensitive to avoid some of the problems associated with
dictionary-based methods. Yet interpreting the results is most easily carried out by
reusing at least some of the dictionary categories. This is the most general conclu-
sion of this article: The bottom-up, data-driven technique is effective, but interpre-
tation benefits from the use of the existing top-down categories. The more specific
results confirm that individual differences persist in the medium of the elicited
e-mail discourse.
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